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Abstract: The precise tracking of distance variations between two satellites in low Earth orbit can
provide key data for the understanding of the Earth’s system, specifically on seasonal and subseasonal water cycles and their impact on water levels. Measured distance variations, caused by
local variations in gravitational field, serve as inputs to complex gravity models with which the
movement of water on the globe can be identified. Satellite missions GOCE (2009–2013) and GRACE
(2002–2017) delivered a significant improvement to our understanding of spatial and temporal gravity
variations. Since 2018, GRACE Follow-On has been providing data continuity and features for the
first time through the use of a laser interferometer as the technology demonstrator, in addition to
a microwave ranging system as the main instrument. The laser interferometer provides an ordersof-magnitude lower measurement noise, and thereby could enable a significant improvement in
the measurement of geoids if combined with suitable improvements in auxiliary instrumentation
and Earth system modelling. In order to exploit the improved ranging performance, the ESA is
investigating the design of a ‘Next Generation Gravity Mission’, consisting of two pairs of satellites
with laser interferometers, improved accelerometers and improved platform performance. In this
paper, we present the current design of the laser interferometer developed by us, the development
status of the individual instrument units and the options available.
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1. Introduction
Earth’s gravity field structure and its time variability provide a direct measurement
of key aspects of mass distribution and mass transport within the Earth’s system, which
comprises oceans, the cryosphere, continental hydrology, solid Earth and atmosphere.
The single satellite mission GOCE, with its gradiometer, was operational in 2009–2013,
and provided static gravity field products with high spatial resolution in the order of
80–100 km [1], while the GRACE satellite pair measured monthly snapshots with a resolution of 300–500 km between 2002 and 2017 [2]. The satellite tandem of GRACE Follow-On
(FO) continues to work on the valuable GRACE dataset [3] that, e.g., helped to quantify the
mass ice loss in polar regions due to global warming [4], confirmed the attribution of the
ocean mass influx to the global mean sea level rise [5] and is essential to quantify processes
related to the water cycle [6].
GRACE-FO, led by a US–German collaboration, was designed as a quick successor
mission for GRACE, implementing a few lessons learned and hosting an additional novel
laser ranging instrument (LRI) as a technology demonstrator in parallel to the conventional microwave ranging instrument (MWI) [7–9]. Future missions are currently being
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studied and developed in the context of a next-generation gravity mission (NGGM) activity under the lead of the European Space Agency (ESA) and in the context of the
GRACE-I(carus)/mass change mission (MCM) as a continuation for GRACE-FO lead by a
US–German collaboration.
Studies are ongoing on the optimal constellation of these novel satellite pairs with
discussions between the ESA, NASA and the German Aerospace Agency DLR in order to
maximize the scientific benefit of flying at least two operational satellite pairs with some
overlap time, with GRACE-I/MCM potentially being the first pair and the NGGM the
second pair. High priority is assigned to a so-called ‘Bender configuration’ [10], which
comprises a polar and an inclined pair. Such a configuration has shown an enhanced spatiotemporal resolution of the resulting gravity field maps in simulations [11,12]. In accordance
with gravity simulations, the satellite pairs of the upcoming missions are expected to have
a satellite separation between 100 and 300 km and to be operated at an altitude between
300 and 500 km.
The distance variations between both satellites in a NGGM or GRACE-like pair are
precisely measured by means of a heterodyne laser interferometer, a laser tracking instrument (LTI), with nanometer ranging precision together with many other observations,
such as attitude, non-gravitational accelerations, GNSS and others. Currently, the monthly
gravity maps of GRACE-FO are mainly limited by accelerometer noise and background
model errors, which alias short-term (<30 day) mass variations into the monthly solution.
Hence, monthly data products derived from either MWI or LRI have shown only very few
differences in GRACE-FO [13,14], since the ranging data quality is not the limiting aspect.
However, the low noise of the laser ranging systems allows for the use of post-fit residuals,
i.e., the signal that cannot be absorbed by the monthly model, for the detection of shortterm mass variations [15–17]. Exemplary post-fit residual maps derived with software
from GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ), Potsdam, using the RL06 processing standard [2],
are shown in Figure 1, obtained as range accelerations by differentiating a time-series of
range-rate post-fit values. The figure highlights the low-noise of the laser-based ranging
compared to the MWI. This low-noise ranging could be exploited to a larger extent or might
even be needed for gravity maps of the NGGM/future missions, considering that multiple
3 of 17 continue
pairs could mitigate temporal aliasing effects, background models could steadily
to advance and the accelerometer noise and satellite platform stability could improve.

Figure 1. The time derivative of range-rate post-fit residuals describe signals that cannot be
Figure 1. The time derivative of range-rate post-fit residuals describe signals that cannot be exexplained with a monthly gravity field map, i.e., sub-monthly gravity variations, instrument noise
plained with a monthly gravity field map, i.e., sub-monthly gravity variations, instrument noise
(accelerometer, ranging instrument and others) and background model deficiencies. The left plot
(accelerometer, ranging instrument and others) and background model deficiencies. The left plot
shows microwave-based residuals, which are more noisy compared to the LRI observations on the
shows microwave-based residuals, which are more noisy compared to the LRI observations on the
right side. The map is based on GRACE-FO data from January 2019. This figure illustrates that laser
right side. The map is based on GRACE-FO data from January 2019. This figure illustrates that laser
interferometry can help to resolve short-term mass variations over land, which are currently not
interferometry can help to resolve short-term mass variations over land, which are currently not part
part of monthly gravity field maps. (credit: Markus Hauk GFZ/AEI).
of monthly gravity field maps. (credit: Markus Hauk GFZ/AEI).

In this paper, we present the design of a potential LTI system for the NGGM with allEuropean LTI units, though we remark that the current programmatic baseline foresees a
work share between Europe and the US with hardware contributions from both sides to
both satellite pairs that are expected to launch in the time frame of 2027 to 2032.
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Moreover, a benefit from LRI/LTI could be expected when long-term static gravity
maps with higher spatial resolution are computed, since the laser instrument allows to better
resolve higher frequencies corresponding to high (>90) spherical harmonic degrees [14,18].
In this paper, we present the design of a potential LTI system for the NGGM with
all-European LTI units, though we remark that the current programmatic baseline foresees
a work share between Europe and the US with hardware contributions from both sides to
both satellite pairs that are expected to launch in the time frame of 2027 to 2032.
2. LTI Design Principle
We investigated two concepts for the laser tracking instrument over several years
under the ESA contract:

•

•

The so-called “retroreflector concept”, in which the interferometer is configured very
similarly to typical interferometer designs for terrestrial use, with most of the interferometer system mounted on one satellite and only a passive retroreflector placed on
the second satellite;
The “transponder concept”, in which the received signal from the first satellite is
amplified on the second satellite before being sent back to the first satellite and where
both satellites are essentially identical.

A detailed comparison of the two concepts, including requirements, implementation
parameters and a noise performance analysis, can be found in [19]. In addition to the
optical power limit necessary to achieve the required noise performance, the onset of
cycle slips limited the acceptable carrier to a noise ratio of at least 70 dB-Hz and, thus,
the feasibility of the two configurations. While the retroreflector concept allowed for a
simpler implementation for distances of up to approximately 30 km and was feasible up to
100 km with increased laser power, only the transponder concept could cover the required
inter-satellite distance range from 100 to 300 km, and was, therefore, the selected instrument
concept for the NGGM.
The transponder concept LTI consisted of five main units on each satellite, individually
placed in the spacecraft:

•
•
•
•
•

The instrument control unit with the phasemeter (ICU);
The laser head unit (LHU) as the light source;
The laser stabilization unit (LSU), an optical cavity, to stabilize the laser in frequency;
The optical bench assembly (OBA) to host the interferometer optics;
The off-axis retroreflector unit (RRU) to route the beam to the other spacecraft.

It was completed with a set of optical baffles to reduce straylight and ensure a clear
optical aperture, optical fibers between the laser, the laser stabilization unit and the optical
bench, as well as the electrical harness. A scale factor measurement system (SFMS) was
under discussion to provide an absolute laser frequency reference. A detailed discussion of
the individual LTI units is given in Section 3 below.
The basic working principle was as follows: The laser head (“master laser”) on satellite
one, providing approximately 25 mW of single-mode single-frequency light to the optical
bench, was locked to the cavity. The light was then sent to the other satellite via the optical
bench and the retroreflector. On the second satellite, the laser frequency of the transponder
laser was phase locked to the weak incoming light (≈1 nW) with a fixed frequency offset of
some MHz and sent back to the first satellite. At the first satellite, the phase shift between
the master and transponder lasers, which contained two times the Doppler shift caused by
the relative movement of the satellite, was recorded.
Figure 2 shows the conceptual sketches of the laser tracking instrument in an off-axis
transponder configuration with (a) partial redundancy and (b) full redundancy.
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onto the photoreceivers, thereby minimizing the effect of beam walk due to beam angle
changes, as well as phase errors due to diffraction effects of the baffles and entrance
aperture. The compensation plate (CP) minimized the ranging noise introduced by the
beam splitter under pointing noise. Only the beam splitter and compensation plate were
in the direct measurement path, in which any path length noise (thermally or pointing4 of 17
driven) directly coupled into the ranging performance.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Concept sketch of the laser tracking instrument in off-axis transponder configuration: (a)
Figure 2. Concept sketch of the laser tracking instrument in off-axis transponder configuration:
with partial redundancy; (b) with full redundancy.
(a) with partial redundancy; (b) with full redundancy.
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measurement path, in which any path length noise (thermally or pointing-driven) directly
coupled into the ranging performance.
The pathlength noise of all other optical elements (from fibers to beam splitter, and
beam splitter to photoreceivers) was strongly suppressed due to common-mode effects in
the local oscillator and roundtrip beams.
The received beam from the other spacecraft with a power between 0.1 and 3 nW
(derived from optical link budget calculations for high and low cases in the optical power
budget [19]) entered the optical bench, was reflected at the beam splitter and imaged onto
the photoreceivers.
The quadrant photoreceivers on the optical bench were operated in hot redundancy.
The heterodyne signal (the beat between the local oscillator and the received beam from the
other spacecraft) was read out from the four elements of the photoreceivers, pre-amplified
and processed in the phasemeter, which was one part of the instrument control units. The
phase variations represented the relative distance change of the two spacecrafts relative
to each other, which was the main science signal. The phase differences between the
individual segments delivered the pointing information to the other spacecraft with respect
to the line of sight, used to drive the attitude control system of the satellite to µrad accuracy
using differential wavefront sensing (DWS).
The off-axis retroreflector with its vertex in the center of mass (CoM) of the spacecraft
routed the beam around the CoM, thereby enabling the distance measurement from CoM to
CoM of the two spacecrafts. It needed to provide a beam co-alignment accuracy (incoming
to outgoing beam) of less than 40 µrad and a low-temperature dependency of the vertex
position to enable the required ranging performance.
At the second spacecraft (with the laser in transponder mode), the identical instrument
configuration was implemented, but differing on the two spacecrafts with respect to the
orientation and flight direction (which was the same for both spacecrafts). The received
signal from the first spacecraft was used to offset lock the local laser by some MHz, and also
to point the second spacecraft to the first spacecraft (by use of the DWS signal). Apart from
the mode of operation of the laser, the operation principle was the same as on spacecraft one.
In addition to the higher reliability [19], the fully redundant LTI allowed for the use of
two identical satellites without having to fly one satellite oriented backwards.
2.1. Lessons Learned from GRACE-FO
The LTI transponder design presented here was based on the GRACE-FO LRI heritage,
which the authors already contributed in [9]. Though this instrument was built as a
technology demonstrator with reduced requirements on reliability and redundancy, it
worked extremely well with almost no unintended interruptions and experienced no
degradation after 4 years in orbit. The ranging data were well understood. It was limited
at high frequencies (>100 mHz) by the cavity stability to an equivalent ranging noise level
√
of a few 100 picometers per square root of Hertz (pm/ Hz).
Several performance-relevant effects were observed with the LRI, which we considered
relevant to improve the NGGM, in addition to the increased redundancy to fulfil the
needed reliability as a main instrument. These were mainly the low-frequency tilt-to-length
coupling, microshocks of the platform and the absolute laser frequency knowledge:

•

At mHz frequencies, the tilt-to-length coupling caused a ranging noise level of approx.
√
500 nm/ Hz. Though the level did not limit the gravity field quality for GRACE-FO
since the post-fit residuals were much higher, it needed to be reduced to benefit from
the improved foreseen accelerometer performance on the NGGM. The tilt-to-length
coupling, given as the product of satellite pointing jitter and coupling factor related
to unavoidable residual alignment imperfections, could, in principle, be reduced in
post-processing [20]. The satellite pointing angles in yaw and pitch could be measured
with star cameras or—more precisely—by the LTI steering mirror angles, which were
controlled based on the interferometric DWS signals, while the corresponding coupling
factors were determined with maneuvers that were also used to determine the center-
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•

•

of-mass location. For the NGGM, we planned to implement this correction, which has
not been included in the official GRACE-FO LRI processing thus far. In addition, the
NGGM satellite platforms are likely to provide a significantly lower pointing noise
and perform the fine pointing based on the steering mirror or DWS signal, further
improving the tilt-to-length coupling.
The GRACE-FO LRI lasers were frequently disturbed by micro-shocks produced when
some particular attitude control thrusters were activated. The disturbances yielded
non-physical steps in the measured micrometer range, which could be removed to
a large extent with some non-trivial post-processing from the range data, a process
called deglitching [9]. It is, nonetheless, a high priority that future missions ensure
that such phase jumps are suppressed, primarily by reducing the shocks using less
noisy thrusters, damping or through modifications to the laser-locking control loop.
Laser interferometry relied on the readout of the optical phase of the laser light
traveling between the satellites. The phase changes had to be converted to a range
using the absolute laser frequency, i.e., the wavelength. Although the reference cavity
(see Section 3.3 Laser Stabilization Unit) provided high stability of the frequency,
its absolute value had to be determined by other means to a high accuracy of 1 to
10 MHz for the 282 THz light in order to constrain the LTI/LRI scale factor. In GRACEFO, the LRI scale factor was determined with cross-correlating microwave and laser
observations. In the NGGM, which did not have a microwave instrument anymore, a
dedicated unit was under discussion to measure the absolute frequency (see Section 4).

2.2. LTI Ranging Noise Requirement

The key science performance requirement for the LTI was the ranging noise in the
science measurement band, ranging from 0.1 mHz to 1 Hz. Figure 3 gives an overview
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The NGGM LTI had an extended science measurement band requirement down to
0.1 mHz and a stricter ranging noise requirement over the full frequency range. The
improved performance was mainly expected to be enabled by a better performance of the
satellite platform in terms of the pointing noise, which coupled via tilt-to-length coupling
into the ranging noise and an improved thermal noise environment, specifically in the
low-frequency region. It was foreseen that the fly would improve the accelerometers on
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The NGGM LTI ranging noise requirement and goal and the expected tilt-to-length
coupling were drawn in red and green.
The NGGM LTI had an extended science measurement band requirement down to
0.1 mHz and a stricter ranging noise requirement over the full frequency range. The
improved performance was mainly expected to be enabled by a better performance of the
satellite platform in terms of the pointing noise, which coupled via tilt-to-length coupling
into the ranging noise and an improved thermal noise environment, specifically in the
low-frequency region. It was foreseen that the fly would improve the accelerometers on
the NGGM to benefit from the improved laser ranging performance, as the accelerometer
performance on GRACE FO (and background model errors) was currently limiting the
post-fit residuals.
For a more detailed discussion of the LTI related to the NGGM requirements, the
satellite environmental requirements and the LTI performance analysis, please refer to [19].
Below, we focused on a more detailed description of the individual units that formed
the LTI.
3. LTI Units
One noticeable feature of the LTI was (similar to the LRI on GRACE-FO) that there
was not a single platform–instrument separation, but the individual instrument units were
distributed as separate elements within the spacecraft, in accordance with their different
needs on the alignment, thermal noise and their thermal dissipation. The optical bench
and the retroreflector required a placement with high angular and lateral accuracy and low
thermal noise, and the optical cavity required a low thermal noise, but had no alignment
requirements. The laser required a very narrow temperature range and the instrument
control unit featured a rather high heat dissipation. In fact, the NGGM satellite platform
and its payloads formed a highly integrated system necessary to achieve the demanding
overall performance. In the following, we gave a description of the LTI units with their
functions, challenges and development status.
3.1. Instrument Control Unit (ICU)/Phasemeter
The ICU constitutes the core digital signal processing and control unit of the LTI. The
ICU’s primary function is to extract nanometer-stable translation and nanoradian-stable
tilt measurements from the interferometric signals of the two optical beams superimposed
on the optical bench. Gravity field information was encoded as tiny phase fluctuations
in the translation measurements, which was filtered, decimated and formatted in science
packets by using the ICU before streaming to the on-board-computer (OBC) for downlink
and on-ground data post-processing afterwards.
The pitch and yaw tilt measurements based on the DWS signal were used in-flight to
point the laser beam to the remote spacecraft with high precision, either in a fast steering
mirror control loop [21,22] or by actuating the whole satellite platform.
The ICU was also incorporated as the function to lock the laser head to a Fabry–Pérot
Cavity resonance by implementing a Pound–Drever–Hall (PDH) scheme [23], in which the
phase measurement was implemented via self-heterodyning the back-reflected light with
spectral sidebands on the light coupled into the cavity. These sidebands were imprinted
via phase modulation in a dedicated electro-optical modulator. This allowed to suppress
the laser frequency noise of the LTI down to the requirement described in [19].
To keep a stable optical link performance, and after conducting the laser link acquisition procedures [19,24], the ICU on the transponder satellite fed back the beat note phase
information into an internal frequency controller. The controller actuated the laser internal
piezo actuator and thermal loops in a laser offset phase-locking scheme, operating the
transponder laser head with a configurable loop bandwidth of, typically, 10 kHz [25,26].
Figure 4 shows the baseline design of the physical assembly of the ICU architecture
with its different modules, all-including internal redundancy for a high unit reliability over
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acquisition procedures [19,24], the ICU on the transponder satellite fed back the beat note
phase information into an internal frequency controller. The controller actuated the laser
internal piezo actuator and thermal loops in a laser offset phase-locking scheme, operating
the transponder laser head with a configurable loop bandwidth of, typically, 10 kHz
[25,26].
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Figure 4 shows the baseline design of the physical assembly of the ICU architecture
with its different modules, all-including internal redundancy for a high unit reliability
over the mission’s lifetime. The ICU consisted of three mechanical frames, housing the
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the digital
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core
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digital
processing of all fast-digital control loops with stringent requirements in latency based on
phase-locked loops for an interferometric amplitude and phase readout, Pound–Drever–
Hall logic for cavity-lock control and fast Fourier transform to support laser link acquisition
procedures). It also implemented diagnostic functions for temperature monitoring and
debugging functions.
Data Handling and Laser Control Module. It housed two major boards, the instrument control module (ICM) and the laser monitoring and control electronics. The ICM
implemented the microprocessor capabilities for unit operation, timing, synchronization
and communication with the platform, as well as digital control for laser offset phase
locking. The ICM board also managed diagnostic functions for temperature monitoring of
the laser. The laser monitoring and control implemented functions such as an ON/OFF
switch, optical power monitoring and diagnostics.
Power Supply Module (for power supply and internal distribution to ICU modules).
This electronic device received a power supply from the satellite platform. In addition, it
provided internal power distribution to the ICU modules, as well as delivering the power
supply to other LTI sub-systems such as quadrant photoreceivers and the steering mirror,
laser and laser stabilization unit.
The development of precision laser ranging processors, or, in short, phasemeters,
that was included in the BEE was pursued by the ESA and DLR for several years in the
frame of the LISA mission [27]. The most critical functions and performance aspects of the
phasemeter units were already proven in hardware, supported by technology development
activities initiated by the ESA [28,29].
Nowadays, this development is running towards a TRL6 unit demonstrator [30], in
which the NGGM mission benefits from previous realizations. With respect to the NGGM,
a TRL of four is currently being assessed, allowing for a reasonably fast development of the
ICU towards TRL6.
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3.3. Laser Stabilization Unit
The laser stabilization unit was based on an optical Fabry–Pérot cavity. The baseline
cavity for the NGGM was the ‘optical stabilizing reference cavity’ (OSRC), being developed
within the ESA since 2017 within a multi-national European consortium led by Airbus. The
OSRC activity aims for a cavity-based laser stabilization system based on an optical cubic
cavity for the NGGM mission in the first project phase (1064 nm, cavity one) and for an
optical lattice clock system in space (1397 nm, cavity one) in the second project phase.
The OSRC project aims to raise the TRL of core units to TRL 5–6, setting the basis for
the advancement towards a flight-ready design in future activities. The laser frequency
√
stability requirement for the NGGM system noise spectral density was (40 Hz)/ Hz
√
(1 + ((10 mHz)/f)2 ) for 0.1 mHz < f < 1 Hz, which was compatible with the only flightready cavity system currently available by Ball Aerospace that was used by the LRI on
GRACE-FO.
The core of the OSRC LSU system was a highly stable optical cavity (designed by NPL)
with its longitudinal Eigen modes serving as frequency references. The feedback signal was
generated via the Pound–Drever–Hall scheme with the cavity lock electronics of the ICU.
The LSU system could be divided into the following building blocks:

•
•

•

The optical cavity composed of ultra-low expansion glass (ULE) with low-noise crystallinecoated mirrors and a titanium mechanical mounting structure; see Figure 6.
The vacuum chamber with a low thermal conductivity design, passive vibrationisolation, active thermal stabilization and a vacuum pumping unit (either an ion getter
pump or venting-to-space-system); see Figure 7.
The opto-electronic locking setup (“Optics Arm”) comprising mode-matching optics,
EOM and all detectors required for Pound–Drever–Hall locking.

crystalline-coated mirrors and a titanium mechanical mounting structure; see Figure
6.
•
The vacuum chamber with a low thermal conductivity design, passive vibrationisolation, active thermal stabilization and a vacuum pumping unit (either an ion
getter pump or venting-to-space-system); see Figure 7.
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•
The opto-electronic locking setup (“Optics Arm”) comprising mode-matching optics,
EOM and all detectors required for Pound–Drever–Hall locking.
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several key features, including:
Equally important were a very good absolute wavefront planarity of λ/12 (p-v) over
two times the Gaussian beam diameter, a high multipath suppression and a high pointing
stability. To achieve this, special care was put into the CTE (coefficient of thermal
expansion)-compensated low-stress mounts, optical surfaces vertical to the beam were
avoided and critical optics have well-defined, non-zero wedge angles (see Figure 8). For
all but one (the second beam splitter) internal optical components, no fine adjustment was
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Beam steering: The OBA fine steering mirror allowed the LTI to counter any satellite
pointing error with microradian accuracy. Control of the mirror was performed on the basis
of the DWS error signal with the ICU.
Beam walk compensation and ranging noise compensation: The OBA entrance aperture and the steering mirror surface were imaged onto the detector plane of the quadrant
photoreceivers (QPRs), thereby avoiding any beam walk and aperture diffraction effects
on the quadrant photoreceivers. Furthermore, a “compensation plate” was introduced to
significantly reduce angular coupling into the ranging measurement.
Equally important were a very good absolute wavefront planarity of λ/12 (p-v) over
two times the Gaussian beam diameter, a high multipath suppression and a high pointing
stability. To achieve this, special care was put into the CTE (coefficient of thermal expansion)compensated low-stress mounts, optical surfaces vertical to the beam were avoided and
critical optics have well-defined, non-zero wedge angles (see Figure 8). For all but one
(the second beam splitter) internal optical components, no fine adjustment was needed,
significantly reducing the integration effort and increasing the robustness of the structure.
The approach achieved a high thermal noise suppression (due to the high thermal mass
enclosing the components) and high beam pointing stability (due to the symmetry of the
titanium body with respect to the plane containing the beam). The optical components
were mostly out of BK7G18, which matched the CTE to titanium well, further improving
the thermo-optical stability of the OBA. The only elements that required precise alignment
were the beam collimators, called fiber injector assemblies (FIAs), which were ultra-stable
fully monolithic designs, in which the fiber was directly spliced to the collimator lens and
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bench flight spare.

The difference between the GRACE-FO OBA and the NGGM OBA(s) was related
mainly to the evolution from an experimental interferometer to the main instrument,
leading to a required increase in lifetime, reliability and mechanical loads. Figure 9 shows
Remote Sens. 2022, 14, 4089
the current CAD design status of the NGGM OBA with redundant FIAs and an updated
mechanical interface.
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Figure 9. Optical bench concept for NGGM. (a) Cross-sectional view of the optical bench; (b) CAD
Figure 9. Optical bench concept for NGGM. (a) Cross-sectional view of the optical bench; (b) CAD
picture of optical bench body with attached collimators, steering mirror and quadrant
picture of optical bench body with attached collimators, steering mirror and quadrant photoreceivers.
photoreceivers.

The optical bench for the NGGM LTI was based on the design developed for the
The optical bench for the NGGM LTI was based on the design developed for the
GRACE-FO LRI, which has been successfully operating in orbit for more than 4 years
GRACE-FO LRI, which has been successfully operating in orbit for more than 4 years by
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3.5. Retroreflector Unit (RRU)
3.5. Retroreflector UnitThe
(RRU)
retroreflector unit consisted of an off-axis three-mirror retroreflector with its vertex
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Key requirements for the RRU were a beam co-alignment error of less than half the
beam divergence (the requirement placed on the RRU was 40 µrad), a wavefront distortion
of less than λ/15 per surface over two times the beam diameter and an optical path length
change/vertex movement of less than some hundred nm/K.
In GRACE-FO, the lateral beam separation required of the retroreflector was 600 mm,
driven by the diameter of the cold gas tank. For the NGGM, the beam separation would
likely be in the order of 500 mm. Figure 10a shows, for reference, the RRU of the GRACE-FO
LRI, consisting of a highly stable lightweight hybrid structure comprising a carbon-fiber
(CFRP) and titanium frame and two bonded zerodur mirror assemblies. While this design
met all optical performance requirements of the LTI, it would be subjected to higher
environmental loads on the NGGM than one GRACE-FO. An adaptation of the design
was, thus, necessary to mitigate the higher loads, in addition to implementing a different
beam separation and mounting interface. The concept of the modified RRU is shown in
Figure 10b.

shown in Figure 10b.
The RRU at first glance is a relatively simple structure, but it is not. To achieve the
demanding co-alignment and ranging performance over the full mission duration,
stringent requirements were placed on the CFRP tube with respect to the CTE
homogeneity, the twist and tilt of the tube endfaces with a moisture release and
Remote Sens. 2022, 14, 4089
temperature variation, the CFRP-to-zerodur interface stability, as well as on the zerodurto-zerodur interfaces.
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Figure 10. (a) Qualification model of the RRU of the LRI of GRACE-FO; (b) NGGM RRU concept
Figure 10. (a) Qualification model of the RRU of the LRI of GRACE-FO; (b) NGGM RRU concept
with smaller beam separation and modified mounting interface.
with smaller beam separation and modified mounting interface.
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4. Instrument Options and Next Steps
In addition to the core LTI units described above, several instrument options are
currently being discussed. Most prominently, these are the inclusions of an absolute
frequency reference and additional functions via the optical link.
4.1. Scale Factor Measurement System
As mentioned in Section 2, knowledge of the absolute laser frequency was required to
transfer the laser phase measurements into actual ranging measurements. In GRACE-FO,
the laser ranging instrument (LRI) measurement was referenced to the microwave ranging
instrument (MWI), which was stabilized to the ultra-stable oscillator (USO). The USO
frequency was measured with high accuracy during a GPS-based orbit and clock error
determination. The observed variations in differential LRI and MWI scales in GRACE-FO
exhibited variations of approximately 0.2 ppm, corresponding to approximately 60 MHz,
and likely absorbed tone errors from both of the instruments. For the NGGM, where there
would be no MWI, the absolute frequency had to be derived differently, potentially down
to 0.01 ppm, to meet the tightened performance requirements. Several alternatives are
currently being studied, including the derivation of the scale factor through post-processing
or a dedicated scale factor measurement system, such as a scale factor unit in addition to the
LSU, measuring the cavity-free spectral range as described in [1], an iodine spectroscopy
unit or even a (relatively low-performance) frequency comb. The TRL of the SFMS is,
depending on the technology assessed as TRL2–4 and a trade-off between different options,
currently ongoing.
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4.2. Optical Signal Transmission
Adding pseudo-random noise codes to the laser light as a weak phase modulation
via an electro-optical modulator (EOM) allowed to measure the absolute range between
the S/C to a cm accuracy, the offset between their on-board clocks to µs accuracy and
the bi-directional transmission of data with a rate of several 10 kbit/s. While not strictly
required for the core NGGM function, this would provide additional flexibility, robustness
and redundancy in operation and serve as a technology demonstration for LISA (where
these functions are required) and other missions. Those functions and their performance
have been demonstrated in laboratory [32], and are under development for LISA right now.
4.3. Next Steps
The currently running LTI pre-development aims at developing of key LTI units to
TRL5 or 6, sufficient for mission adoption in 2023. With the details of a potential cooperation
between the ESA and NASA on the LTI not being defined, this means that the instrument
control units and the laser stabilization unit are also being developed in Europe towards
TRL6 for a potential purely European LTI. This includes the realization of EM-like units,
with which critical parameters can be verified in a relevant environment. Therefore, design
work is currently ongoing, mainly for the ICU, LSU, OBA and SFMS, while the RRU work
is focusing on the overall concept. In parallel, we are supporting the currently running
parallel phase A mission studies of Thales Alenia Space, Italy, and Airbus DS, Germany, to
ensure the compatibility of both platform concepts with the LTI.
5. Conclusions
Gravity missions, such as GOCE, GRACE and GRACE-FO, provide essential data to
monitor Earth’s system, specifically valuable in our aim to better understand the mechanisms of climate change. The precise tracking of the distance between pairs of satellites
is key to provide required data, and the technology to enable this by means of laser interferometry is currently under development. The technology demonstrator of the laser
ranging interferometer on GRACE-FO already works extremely well in orbit, since more
than 4 years have passed with very few interruptions and far superior ranging performance
compared to the microwave ranging instrument.
Future missions, such as the NGGM, aim to significantly improve performance by
combining the improved ranging performance of the laser interferometry with improved
accelerometers and platform performance, and ideally the implementation of at least two
pairs of satellites. The transfer of the laser ranging interferometer from a technology
demonstrator to a main instrument with higher performance and reliability is pursued by
the ESA with the pre-development activity of the so-called laser tracking instrument—LTI.
In addition, independent from the current programmatic baseline, which foresees work
share between Europe and the US with hardware contributions from both sides to both
satellite pairs, the aim of this activity is also to gain the capability to implement the LTI
with only European suppliers for all units in case it should be needed.
After a detailed trade between different instrument concepts over recent years, the offaxis transponder concept LTI was selected for the NGGM. With the existing implementation
of this concept as a demonstrator on GRACE-FO, a lot of knowledge and technology
are already available. The requirements and required technologies for the mission and
the individual units are well understood, enabling a clear development plan towards
implementation in the NGGM.
On GRACE-FO, the tilt-to-length coupling, the thruster shocks and the absolute laser
frequency knowledge (relevant to derive the scale factor between the phase and range)
limited the performance of the LRI. For the NGGM, it is, therefore, foreseen that the
tilt-to-length coupling needs to be reduced with a reduced satellite pointing noise and
tilt-to-length calibration of the LTI. Linear thrusters would eliminate the thruster shocks
and the absolute laser frequency knowledge is foreseen to be improved by an order of
magnitude either by using a dedicated scale factor measurement system or dedicated
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post-processing. With these modifications the LTI is expected to meet all NGGM mission
requirements.
The unit level design as well as the LTI system engineering activities are progressing
in accordance with the timeline of potential mission prime contractors. The focus of the
development of the units, which we already provided for GRACE-FO, lies in the necessary
modifications for increased reliability and mechanical loads. Increased redundancies, be
it full redundancy on a unit level, as foreseen in the fully redundant LTI configuration or
partial redundancy, e.g., with respect to photoreceivers, beam collimators and steering mirror electronics on the optical bench, as well as increased parts quality for some electronics,
were considered and implemented in the design. The intent was to keep what worked
well on GRACE-FO and limit the modifications to what was needed for reliability and
changed the mechanical loads. The ICU design was based on the LISA developments and
was a newly developed unit for the NGGM. The laser remained the same as that used for
GRACE-FO, with minor internal modifications. The foreseen laser stabilization unit was
from the OSRC development, which ran in parallel. The least developed instrument unit
was the scale factor measurement system, but with several options identified to provide the
required functionality, this development was also expected to be fulfilled with “standard
engineering” without extraordinary risks with respect to the currently running phase A
and LTI pre-development activities.
Having stated all that, the task to measure the changes in the inter-satellite distance to
√
some nm/ Hz still remains a challenging task, and requires a careful design and execution
of manufacturing, integration and testing, not only of the LTI, but also the other payload
elements, such as the accelerometers and the whole satellite platform.
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